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Abstract
Background/Objectives: The relevance of this research is
determined by the necessity of creating high-precision space
antenna reflectors to ensure the structure functioning at high
frequencies. Accordingly, this research describes development
of an experimental antenna reflector prototype of polymer
composite materials. Methods: Two structure diagrams of the
reflector were considered in this research as follows: using
five-point and six-point star ribs. Development of geometric
and finite element models for further calculations of
temperature and stress-strain states, using Siemens PLM NX
package, is the basic approach to investigating this matter.
Findings: Optimum parameters of the structure diagram, such
as sheath thickness and rib height and thickness, were
selected, based on such calculations. Then, control calculation
was done with its results to correspond closely to design
calculations. Six ways of mounting reflector ribs were
considered. Novelty: Multiple comparisons of alternative
structure diagrams are unprecedented and unique on the
global level.

leading to increased number of such system. Overload of the
geostationary earth orbit with satellite communications and
broadcasting systems in frequency bands of C (4 to 6 GHz)
and Ku (11 to 14 GHz) is now a known fact, and the number
of satellite networks that have been declared at the ITU
reached 2,000 in the C bandwidth and 2,000 in the Ku
bandwidth. Therefore, there is an increased interest in satellite
systems operating in the range of 20 to 30 GHz, usually called
Ka. Requirements to profile precision of the reflecting antenna
surface (reflector) increase together with the increasing
frequencies. Tolerable antenna reflector surface deviations
from the theoretical profile must not exceed Λ/16 and even
Λ/50 in some cases, where Λ is radio emission wavelength.
These deviations equal to fractions of millimeter for modern
antennas. Value of deviation of the reflecting surface
comprises errors arising in manufacture of the antenna
reflector, and its components, caused by mechanic and
thermal loads on such components. Mechanical loads acting
on the reflector in the outer space are quite minor and
temporary, as long as changes in orientation and maneuvering
of the spacecraft occur.6-7

Keywords: Polymer Composite Material, Structure Diagram,
Temperature and Stress-Strain State, Finite Element Analysis

Temperature deformations contribute most to reflector shape
alterations. Antenna reflector may heat in the daylight portion
of the orbit up to 150°С and cool down to 150 °С below zero
and more, when the spacecraft enters the shaded portion of the
Earth.8

INTRODUCTION

Space antenna reflectors are an important part of modern
space communications and space probing systems. They must
be capable of long-term operation in variable heat exposures
and mechanic loads and hard vacuum. Improving modern
space communications systems require enhanced guidance
precision, which generates the need for increased antenna
aperture diameter or signal frequency.9 Along with the
increasing frequency, requirements to profile precision of the
reflecting antenna surface also rise. Tolerable profile
deviation (mean-square deviation is usually used in the theory
of antenna devices) must not exceed Λ/16 or even Λ/50,
where Λ is radio emission wavelength.10

Prospects for the development of radioastronomy, solar
energy, space communications, exploration of the surface of
the Earth and other planets from the outer space are currently
associated directly with the possibility of putting in outer
space structures of various types and purpose, i.e. space
telescopes and telecommunication antenna systems, science
power platforms, solar batteries, etc. Development of highprecision space communications antennas with various space
applications is one of important and boosting areas of space
structures design.1-4
Antenna systems play an important role in providing radio
communications, radio location, radio navigation and weather
monitoring solutions. High reliability, precision and
producibility requirements are applied to design features and
specifications of any devices used in such systems.5

Mechanical loads that act on the reflector are quite minor and
temporary, as long as they arise in final orbital insertion, when
changes in orientation and maneuvering of the spacecraft
occur. Temperature deformations contribute some to reflector
shape alteration. Certain areas of the antenna reflector in the
daylight portion of the orbit may heat up to 150°С and cool
down to 150°С below zero and more, when the spacecraft
enters the shaded portion of the Earth. For the stable reflector

Space communication systems have been actively developing
now in our country and abroad. Ongoing growth of scopes and
heightening importance of the information transmitted via
satellites is accompanied by increasing requirements to
efficiency and enhanced capacity of communications systems,
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shape, the threat lies with temperature fluctuations on the
surface up to tens and even hundreds degrees.

fiber for filling. This is the reinforcement pattern that allows
for reducing temperature deformations of the reflector.

Detailed investigation of possible temperature values,
temperature fluctuations and temperature deformations is
quite complicated. However, one may not develop a light
structure, which is stable in its shape and dimensions in longterm space operation, unless such tasks are solved.

Table 1. Structure diagram alternatives considered
Alternative structure Structure
diagram designation diagram type
Star6_25_12_06
Star6_60_06_06
Star6_90_06_04
Star5_90_06_04
Star5_53_06_06

Stabilization of the thermal deformation is a big issue for
many space structures. Lowering thermal deformation is a
high-priority task for Russian and global experts. There is a
foreign alternative composite platform available, which brings
thermal deformation closer to zero and isolates the residual
thermal expansion by using flexible structural joints instead of
earlier thermal protection means, which are energy intense in
their turn.11-13

six-point star
six-point star
six-point star
five-point star
five-point star

Rib
Rib
Sheath
height thickness thickness
[mm] [mm]
[mm]
25
60
90
90
53

1.2
0.6
0.6
0.6
0.6

0.6
0.6
0.4
0.4
0.6

Thermal deformation calculation techniques by distributing
the temperature with the help of an air heater are also applied
abroad. Researchers use finite-difference techniques first and
calculate thermal stress due to deformation, using finite
element technique, next, which was also applied in this
research.14-15

CONCEPT HEADINGS
Determining Structure Diagram Parameters, Required to
Develop an Experimental Antenna Reflector Prototype of
PCM, Based on Simulation Results :-

Figure 1. Schematic view including five-point star ribs

Two structure diagrams of the reflector - using five-point star
ribs (figure 1) and six-point start ribs (figure 2) - are
considered. At the same time, it is assumed, as before, that the
antenna reflector is in the shape of paraboloid of revolution
with base diameter of 1,200 mm and focal distance of 500
mm. Several structure diagram alternatives were considered
for each of two patterns, differing in their basic parameters,
such as sheath thickness and rib thickness. At the same time,
parameters of the structure diagram that ensure the closest
reflector mass were selected. Parameter values for the
considered structure diagram alternatives are given in Table 1.
A geometric and finite element model was developed for each
alternative. Siemens PLM NX package was used to calculate
temperature and stress-strain states.
The lowest theoretical and experimental conductivity factor
and emissivity factor values and highest heat capacity and
thermal coefficient of linear expansion (TCLE) values were
used for design calculations. This technique excludes any
increase in estimated thermal reflector deformations, when
material specifications are further clarified. The following
thermophysical and thermomechanical reflector material
specifications were used for the simulation: conductivity
factor - 31 W/m∙K, specific heat capacity - 1,000 J/kg∙K,
density - 1,550 kg/m3, radiating capacity - 0.85, absorbing
capacity - 0.735, TCLE in the reinforcement plane - 5.27 107
1/K, Young’s modulus in the reinforcement plane - 140 GPa,
Poisson's constant - 0.3. Reflector material was assumed to be
isotropic for the design calculations. As it was shown in phase
2, material isotropy is ensured thanks to rational selection of
the material reinforcement pattern and use of flattened carbon

Figure 2. Schematic view including six-point star ribs
A geostationary orbit flight of a reflector-containing
spacecraft was simulated for the design calculations with
outer space temperature taken to be 269 K.
Furthermore, analysis of stress-strain reflector state was done
for each diagram for the resulting temperature distributions.
One can not perform stress-strain state simulation, unless the
nature of reflector mount on the spacecraft is discovered.
Considering the fact that the Technical Assignment does not
provide any insight, a number of possible alternative reflector
mounts were considered (Figures 3 (a)-(c)). Fixing points are
marked in Figure 3 in red: a) circular mounting, when the
reflector rests on a circular adapter; b) rack mounting, when a
circumferential reflector rib rests on vertical racks of the
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mounting, when a framework adapter supports certain points
on the external circumferential rib (Figure 3). Ways of
reflector mounting were selected for the five-point star
structure diagram in a similar way.

framework; c) central mounting, when the reflector rests on a
adapter, which comes into contact exclusively with the central
part of the structure; d) radial mounting, when the reflector
follows the internal rib contour; e) frame mounting, when the
reflector follows the external rib contours; and f) point

a)

b)

c)

d)

e)

f)

Figure 3. Ways to mount a reflector: а) circular; b) rack; c) central; d) radial; e) frame, е) point
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Finite element analysis of the strain-stress reflector state was
done, using all five mounting patterns. One may assume that
the lowest deformations occur for circular and central
mounting. Therefore, these alternative diagrams were used for
further calculations.

Moreover, for the purpose of combined shaping of the
reflector sheath and circumferential rib, and on technological
grounds, the external reflector edge of 5 mm radius should be
rounded up. And, for the reflector to be removable from the
attachment after curing, the circumferential rib should be
deflected outwards by 3° (Figure 5).

Making Structural Antenna Reflector Check Calculations:A number of check calculations of the antenna reflector
structure were done. It was considered for these calculations
that a reflective coating made of aluminium with radiation
coefficient in the IR range (wavelength over 3 um) of 0.04
and mirror reflection of 0.95, absorbing capacity in the visible
range of 0.25 and mirror reflection of 0.95 is applied to the
concave surface of the reflector. With the nature of mirror
reflection considered, labor inputs in calculation of radiation
transfer on reflector surfaces rose significantly (up to 3 times).
2 different calculations with different minimum size of the
finite mesh element of 20 mm (marked as Star6_Pover_Med)
and 15 mm (marked as Star6_Pover_Fine) were done.

Figure 5. Schematic view of circumferential reflector rib

It is apparent that deformation discrepancy is not more than
0.001 mm. Thus and so, the size of finite element mesh was
selected correctly for the design calculations.

Two alternative reflector models were developed to account
for the above factors. The junction point of reflector ribs and
reflector sheath was approximated in the first model (marked
as Star6_List) by a number of additional layers of textiles of
varying thickness (Figure 6).

Technologically driven discrepancies in the reflector structure
from the idealized diagram taken for the design calculations
were accounted for at the next stage of the check calculation.
Thus, due to right angle made impossible in laying up carbon
fiber in junction points of ribs and the sheath because of the
drape effect, the structure of actual junction point is more
sophisticated (Figure 4). One may expect the junction point to
be more rigid, as compared to the rest of the rib. From the heat
point of view, this point is a source of additional focused heat
capacity, with its temperature possibly differing from the
temperature of the reflector sheath.

1
2
3

Figure 6. Reflector rib and sheath joint area for Star6_List

Layer 1 (Figure 6) thickness was 1 mm, height was 0.9 mm,
layer 2 (figure 6) thickness was 1.5 mm at height of 0.8 mm,
and layer 3 (figure 6) thickness was 2 mm, and height was 0.8
mm. Main rib part thickness was 0.6 mm and reflector sheath
thickness was 0.6 mm.
The second alternative model (marked as Star6_Radius)
combined 2D models of the reflector sheath and ribs and 3D
models for the junction point (Figure 7). Junction point crosssection was approximated by a triangle.
Figure 4. Schematic view of rib and reflector sheath joint
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Figure 8. Surface temperature distributions for
Star6_25_12_06 (а), Star6_60_06_06 (b) and Star6_90_06_04
(c) at time point of 21,600 sec

Figure 7. Reflector rib base and sheath joint area for
Star6_Radius
Figure 9. Surface temperature distributions for
Star5_53_06_06 (а), Star5_90_06_04 (b) at time point of
21,600 sec

RESULTS
Data were finally obtained, following all design and check
calculations:
Temperature distributions are provided in figure 8 for three
alternative structure diagrams of the six-point star type.
Temperature distributions are provided in figure 9 for two
alternative structure diagrams of the five-point star type.
Maximum and minimum reflector temperature values for all
alternative structure diagrams at time point of 21,600 sec are
given in Table 2.

Table 2. Maximum and minimum reflector temperature
values
Alternative structure Structure
diagram designation diagram
type
Star6_25_12_06
six-point
star
Star6_60_06_06
six-point
star
Star6_90_06_04
six-point
star
Star5_90_06_04 five-point
star
Star5_53_06_06 five-point
star

Maximum
temperature
[°C]
20.48

Minimum
temperature
[°C]
-140.88

50.82

-137.64

61.23

-136.03

44.42

-140.12

61.44

-141.97

Calculation data of temperature deformations of the
alternative Star6_90_06_04 and Star5_53_06_06 structure
diagrams are given in Figures 10 and 11 for all five mounting
patterns. Table 3 gives calculation data of temperature
deformations for each alternative diagram presented in
Figures 10 and 11.
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Figure 10. Temperature deformations of Star6_90_06_04 for different mounting types: а) circular; b) rack; c) central;
d) radial; e) frame; f) point
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Figure 11. Temperature deformations of Star5_53_06_06 for different mounting types: а) circular; b) rack; c) central;
d) radial; e) frame; f) point
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Table 3. Temperature deformations for various mounts
Type of
mounting
Circular
Rack
Central
Radial
Frame
Point

Alternative structure
diagram designation
Star6_90_06_04
Star5_53_06_06
Star6_90_06_04

Maximum temperature
deformation [mm]
0.0630
0.0979
0.1530

Star5_53_06_06
Star6_90_06_04
Star5_53_06_06
Star6_90_06_04
Star5_53_06_06
Star6_90_06_04
Star5_53_06_06

0.2160
0.0409
0.0429
0.0932
0.1540
0.0872
0.1301

Star6_90_06_04
Star5_53_06_06

0.0910
0.2590

Calculation data for alternative structure diagrams of different
sheath and rib thickness and rib height values for the fivepoint star and six-point star patterns are given in figures 12 to
14.
Final data of temperature deformations for all alternative fivepoint star and six-point star structure diagrams are presented
in Table 4.

Figure 13. Temperature deformations of Star6_60_06_06 for
а) circular; b) central mounting

Figure 12. Temperature deformations of Star6_25_12_06 for
а) circular; b) central mounting
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Figure 14. Temperature deformations of Star5_90_06_04 for
а) circular; b) central mounting

Table 4. Temperature deformation for various patterns and
alternatives
Alternative structure
diagram designation
Star6_90_06_04
Star6_60_06_06
Star6_25_12_06
Star5_90_06_04
Star5_53_06_06

Type of
mounting
Circular

Maximum temperature
deformation [mm]
0.0630

Central
Circular
Central
Circular
Central
Circular

0.0409
0.0816
0.0436
0.0970
0.0578
0.0786

Central
Circular
Central

0.0488
0.0979
0.0429

Figure 15. Surface temperature distributions for time point of
21,600 sec for Star6_Pover_Med (а) and Star6_Pover_Fine
(b)

Simulation data for the temperature and strain-stress state are
given in figures 15 to 17.
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Figure 17. Temperature deformations of Star6_Pover_Fine
for circular (a) and central (b) mounting

Temperature deformation values for the checking alternatives
Star6_Pover_Med and Star6_Pover_Fine are given in table 5.

Figure 16. Temperature deformations of Star6_Pover_Med
for circular (a) and central (b) mounting

Table 5. Temperature deformations for diagrams with various
finite element mesh sizes
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Alternative
designation
Star6_Pover_Med

Type of
mounting
Circular
Central

Maximum temperature
deformation [mm]
0.0688
0.0383

Star6_Pover_Fine

Circular
Central

0.0706
0.0385
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Finite element analysis of the reflector temperature and strainstress state for the alternatives Star6_List and Star6_Radius
was done (data are given in Figures 18 to 21).

Table 6 gives comparison of temperature deformations of
three alternatives Star6_Pover_Med, Star6_List and Star6_
Radius.

Figure 18. Surface temperature distributions for Star6_List at
time point of 21,600 sec

Figure 20. Temperature deformations of Star6_List for
circular (a) and central (b) mounting

Figure 19. Surface temperature distributions for Star6_Radius
at time point of 21,600 sec
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CONCLUSION
According to our simulation, which was done at stage 2, the
point of reflector turn around its transversal axis relative to the
Sun, which corresponds to time point of 21,600 sec, is critical
in terms of temperature differences and temperature
deformations. Six ways of mounting reflector ribs, such as
circular, rack, central, radial, frame and point mounting, were
considered. Based on data presented in table 4, the lowest
temperature deformations are observed for the alternative
structure diagram that involves six-point star ribbing and rib
height of 90 mm. It should be pointed out that both
alternatives Star6_90_06_04 and Star6_90_06_06 ensure
maximum temperature deformations less than 0.05 mm. On
technological grounds, preference is given to the structure
diagram alternative with sheath and rib thickness of 0.6 mm.
According to table 6, one may conclude that check calculation
data correspond well to the design calculations, which were
done at the stage of determining structure diagram parameters.
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